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Chapter Outlines 
 

NOTE:  This is intended to help students ‘organize’ their understanding of 
each topic.  It is not a comprehensive study guide for quizzes or 
midterms, i.e. study your text! 
 
Volcanism 
 
Volcanism, or volcanic activity, is the venting of liquid magma at the surface of Earth. Occasionally 
explosive, the process is important in producing continental and oceanic crust. Volcanoes are hills or 
mountains that form around the vent and consist of cooled magma, rock fragments, and dust from the 
eruptions.  
 

 Living with Volcanoes  
o Mythology, religion, and volcanoes 
o Growth of volcanic islands 
o Geothermal energy, produced when a magma body nears Earth’s surface 

and ‘super heats’ groundwater above boiling (above 100C) and is then 
harnessed as an energy source 

o Climatic effects 
o Volcanic catastrophes 

 Effects 
o Earth’s atmosphere and oceans originally were formed from gases released by volcanism.   

Gases released from volcanoes today continue to replenish the atmosphere, and indirectly the 
oceans. They are mostly Water vapor, along with CO2, SO2, H2S, HCl, etc. 

o Lava flows and ash produce rich soils (after weathering takes place) 
o Large violent eruptions can destroy nearly all life in their paths 
o Large amounts of volcanic ash in the atmosphere can trigger rapid climate 

changes and contribute to mass extinctions 
o The venting of liquid magma (volcanic eruption) can produce:   

 Volcanoes – crater topped hills/mountains 
 Plateau basalts (also called flood basalts)  
 Mid-ocean ridges 
 Calderas (collapsed volcanic depression much larger than the original crater) 

 Hazards 
o Lava – will destroy and bury everything in its path, but normally is easily avoided 
o Pyroclastic flows – deadly and fast 
o Ash – resulting from large explosions 
o Side effects  

 Tsunamis 
 Earthquakes 
 Effects on the weather that may lead to crop damage…or more 
 Mass eruptions in the distant past often correspond with large mass extinction events 

 

 Volcanic eruptions 
o Explosive eruptions can produce rapidly cooled rock fragments called pyroclasts 
o Calm oozing of magma out of the ground produces lava flows 
o Huge flows from fissures in the Earth cause flood basalts 
o Submarine eruptions create pillow basalts 

 

 Eruptive violence and Physical Characteristics of Lava 
o Violence of eruption controlled by: 

 Dissolved gases in the magma 
 Ease/difficulty of gases escaping to atmosphere (magma viscosity) 
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o Viscosity 
 Higher silica produces higher viscosity (thicker) 
 Higher tº produces lower viscosity (runnier) 
 More dissolved gas = lower viscosity.  BUT, when there is high gas  

content in an otherwise very viscous magma, it becomes very explosive 
o Lava types 

 Pahoehoe, Aa, Pillow 
o Textures of extrusive rocks 

 Lava is commonly fine grained 
 Porphyritic – large crystals in a fine groundmass 

 (indicates slow cooling followed by rapid cooling) 
 Tuff – consolidated fine pyroclastic material 
 Pumice – filled with vesicles 
 Volcanic breccias – fused broken fragments 
 Glass – obsidian  

o Chemistry of Extrusive rocks (extrusive version of the igneous rocks studied in chapter 3) 
 Felsic (lighter color) – Over 65% silica – rhyolite lava 
 Intermediate – 50% to 65% silica – andesite lava 
 Mafic (darker color) – less than 50% silica – basalt lava 

o Related volcanic structures 
 Spatter cone – made from ejected lava 
 Columnar Joints – vertical hexagonal jts commonly found in flood basalts 
 Lava tubes – underground conduit left by a flow of low-viscosity lava 
 Pyroclastic materials– volcanic debris which is not cemented 

o Products of explosive eruption 
 Dust < 1/8 mm  
 Ash 1/8 – 2 mm 
 Lapilli 2-64 mm 
 Bomb>64mm 
 Tephra (pyroclastic debris)   
 Pumice fall 
 Pyroclastic flows 
 Lahar (volcanic mud flow) 

 Types of Volcanoes 
o  Shield volcano - broad, low slopes due to low viscosity of lava (basalt) 
o Composite volcano (stratovolcano) - steeper slopes.  Made up of alternating layers of volcanic 

debris and viscous lava flows (andesite & rhyolite) 
o Cinder cone -steep slopes made only of volcanic debris (no lava, only cinders) 

 Volcano status (these definitions can vary) 
o Active – those that erupt regularly 
o Dormant – not now active but was active within historical times 
o Extinct – no written record of erupting and considered by geologist to have no chance of erupting 

 Where are volcanoes 
o Circumpacific belt - where ‘wet’ oceanic crust is being subducted 
o Mediterranean belt 
o Mid-oceanic ridges & rift zones - these are nearly all  

submarine eruptions, which often produce pillow basalts 
o Intraplate hotspots – Hawaii, Yellowstone, etc. 

 Volcanism on Other Planets 
o Shield volcanoes – Venus, Mars, Lo 
o Lava domes – Venus, Moon 
o Flood eruptions – Moon, Mars, Venus, Mercury 
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